If you want to know how long the table is, you must

weigh it. carry it. cover it. measure it.

Zoe quickly ate her bowl of soup; then she gulped down her glass of milk. Zoe ate so fast because she was

not hungry. eating slowly. too sleepy. in a hurry.

Bluebirds are named for their pretty blue feathers. Redbirds have bright red feathers. It is their black feathers that give the

bluebirds their feathers. hawks their name.
blackbirds their name. birds such strength.

A shelf in the kitchen fell. The loud crash told us what happened, and we knew that many dishes were

ours. expensive. empty. broken.

The big city has a wonderful zoo. A new pair of animals arrived at the zoo this week. Everyone wants to see them. This week the zoo is crowded with

new animals. monkeys. visitors. old animals.

I will buy the book if I have enough money. First I must find out how much it

costs. says. weighs. reads.

Our club could not agree. Some of us wanted to have a picnic, but others wanted to have a dance. We voted to do both. Now we all have our wish, so we are all

quitting. angry. happy. crying.

Keith had nine right answers on his mathematics lesson. He did not get a perfect score of ten because he left out one

wrong answer. correction. mistake. answer.
If you want to know how long the table is, you must

- weigh it.
- carry it.
- cover it.
- **measure it.**

Zoe quickly ate her bowl of soup; then she gulped down her glass of milk. Zoe ate so fast because she was

- not hungry.
- eating slowly.
- too sleepy.
- **in a hurry.**

Bluebirds are named for their pretty blue feathers. Redbirds have bright red feathers. It is their black feathers that give the

- **bluebirds their feathers.**
- hawks their name.
- **blackbirds their name.**
- birds such strength.

A shelf in the kitchen fell. The loud crash told us what happened, and we knew that many dishes were

- **ours.**
- expensive.
- empty.
- **broken.**

The big city has a wonderful zoo. A new pair of animals arrived at the zoo this week. Everyone wants to see them. This week the zoo is crowded with

- new animals.
- monkeys.
- **visitors.**
- old animals.

I will buy the book if I have enough money. First I must find out how much it

- **costs.**
- says.
- weighs.
- reads.

Our club could not agree. Some of us wanted to have a picnic, but others wanted to have a dance. We voted to do both. Now we all have our wish, so we are all

- quitting.
- angry.
- **happy.**
- crying.

Keith had nine right answers on his mathematics lesson. He did not get a perfect score of ten because he left out one

- wrong answer.
- correction.
- mistake.
- **answer.**